The aim of this work is to introduce some weak forms of continuity in bitopological spaces. Then we use these new forms of weak continuity to give many decompositions of i -continuity and pairwise continuity.
Introduction
The concept of bitopological spaces has been introduced by Kelly [1] . Functions and continuous functions stand among the most important notions in mathematical science. Many different weak forms of continuity in bitopological spaces have been introduced in the literature. For instance, we have pairwise almost and pairwise weakly continuity [2] , pairwise semi-continuity [3] , pairwise pre continuity [4] , pairwise ρ-continuity [5] , pairwise α-continuity [5] and many others, see ([6] [7] ). N. Levine, in [8] introduced decomposition of continuity in topological spaces. In 2004 [9] Tong introduced twenty weak forms of continuity in topological spaces. In this paper, we generalize the results obtained by Tong to the setting of bitopological spaces.
Throughout this paper ( ) 1 2 , , X τ τ and ( ) 1 2 , , Y σ σ (or briefly, X and Y ) always mean bitopological spaces on which no separation axioms are assumed unless explicitly stated. Let A be a subset of X, by 
Preliminaries
We recall some known definitions 
The relations of the above weak forms of continuity are as follows: -semi continuity -continuity --continuity -pre continuity -almos continuity -weak continuity
Classification of ij-Weak Continuity

Lemma 1
For a subset A of a bitopological space ( ) 1 2 , , X τ τ , we have
Proof (1) and (2) are obvious.
1) f is i -continuous if and only if
( )
2) f is ij -pre continuous if and only if ( )
It is known [2] that a function
. From this we define the following. 
Definition 8 Let
2) f is - 
It is well known [2] that ( ) ( ) 
-int -
2) f is ij-α-almost continuous if and only if ( )
- 
, and therefore,
Conversely, assume that ( )
is an ij -semi continuous function. In view of the above lemma we define the following:
1) f is ij -weak semi continuous if and only if
-
2) f is ij -almost semi continuous if and only if ( )
is ij -pre semi continuous if and only if
2) f is ij -pre weak semi continuous if and only if ( )
3) f is ij -pre almost semi continuous if and only if ( )
The following diagram gives the relations between all the weak forms of continuity -weak continuity --weak continuity -pre weak continuity -almost continuity --almost continuity -pre almost continuity -continuity --continuity -pre continuity
-pre semi continuity -almost semi continuity -pre almostsemi continuity -weak semi continuity -pre weak semi continuity
-int
Hence, f is ij-pre weak continuous.
We could use similar ways to prove other relations in Diagram 2. 
Classification of Relative Continuity
, by using Lemmas 4.6 and 4.7, we obtain
. By using Lemmas 4.6 and 4.7, we obtain
We could also use the similar ways to prove other relations in Diagram 3.
The following examples show that the reverse implications of Diagram 3 is not true.
The map f is 12-pre weak # continuous but not 12-α -weak 
We have proved that 
-int -int - 
